
Wednesday 27th May- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend them 
as you see fit.

Maths: Warm up (Recommended 10 mins) 'Losing coins' game for 2-4 players
Need: dice, whiteboards/paper Aim: to count backwards (take away strategy).
Instructions: Choose a starting money amount and both players write it at the top of 
their paper (Med-between 20p-30p, Hot- between 50p-60p, Spicy- between £1-£2)
-Take turns to roll a dice. Count backwards by that amount to take away the number on 
the dice e.g. I picked 21p to start. I roll a 5. I count backward by 5- 'I put 21 in my head/ 
number line, 20, 19, 18, 17, 16. 21p-5p=16p -Keep taking turns and record your reducing 
numbers on your paper. The first player to run out of money wins. Note: You could make 
up stories about what you are spending the money on to make it more fun e.g. I had 19p, 
roll the dice and got a 5. I spent 5p on a biscuit. Now I have 14p.

Across the curriculum: Special Celebrations and Special Books and places
Eid al-Fitr is a religious holiday celebrated by Muslims worldwide that marks the end of the month long fasting of
Ramadan. Watch these short videos about Amirah celebrating Eid and visiting a Mosque. There is a short Ramadan quiz
at the start that you may enjoy doing: https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/puzzles/lets-celebrate-eid

Follow up idea: An important part of Eid is charity and giving to others. In the video, you can see Amirah with her money box. 
Muslims believe that it's good to give away things you don't use or need so that others can use them. Can you think of examples 
when you have given something to charity? Why not make your own money box using paper, cardboard or other recycled 
materials.

Learning intentions:
I am learning to add and take 
away using money. I am 
learning to add and take 
away.

Success criteria:
* count forward to 
add. *count backwards to take 
away. * solve money problems 
using add and take away.

Success criteria:*find out 
information about Eid and 
Ramadan. *make a money 
box or container.

Literacy: Reading- After visiting the cold lands, we are now going to start exploring some hot areas of the world!
Choose an e-book from the choices below to find out more about the life in a hot desert.
Medium level- 'All about deserts' e-book https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=hab_drts_s18
Hot level- 'Living in a desert' e-book https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=pwl_ldsrt_s15

Spelling - Can you listen to the words being read out in this clip and see if it is a hard g or soft g (sounds like j)
sound? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_brHpLDrT8M

Sumdog Grammar Training- Log on to Sumdog, select Grammar and try to earn some coins for answering
the questions and playing the games. We love checking Sumdog and to see how you are all getting on.

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to juse my sound 
knowledge to read unfamiliar 
words. I am learning to spell 
soft g words.

Success criteria: * to spell soft 
g words correctly. *to read 
unfamiliar words. *to earn 
Sumdog coins for correct 
answers.

Learning 
intensions: I am learning 
about Muslim celebrations 
and places and books.

Follow up activity:
Complete page 5 and 6 in your
Heinemann 4 workbook. You 
can use counters or a number line 
if you need help. Or try to solve 
the mixed sums problems on the 
additional slide (no need for 
printing). There are medium, hot 
and spicy levels to choose from.



Soft g spelling rule-
when ge come together, 

the 'g' sound can become a 
'j' sound and the e is silent.

Key words 

Adult's words to 
model spelling

Children's words
to try spelling

grudge

sludge

smudge

nudge

judge

fudge

wedge

budge

Tricky word- learn

How much will he charge the 
poor old man for the fish and 
will he pay the price?

I tend to gorge my self with
a dish I like and this makes 
my mum cringe.

Key Sentences
Can you read these sentences to an adult? We 
have underlined the soft g words and highlighted 
the digraph, blends and magic e words to help.










